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Disaster fallout: How global shocks are reshaping trade 3

• The world’s supply chains are increasingly at risk. Shippers need a new game plan.
• Pandemic, hurricanes, wildfires, social upheaval, geopolitical and financial crises, swarming locusts, an exploding 

port … 2020 has been a biblically ominous year. And it’s only September.
• U.S. importers are realizing that supply chains must change. They must have more resiliency. Because this year is 

almost certainly not a one-off. As philosopher Derrida put it, “The end approaches, but the apocalypse is long-lived.”
• The COVID pandemic has delivered the biggest and                                                                             

broadest value chain shock in recent memory. But it is                                                                       
actually the latest in a long series of disruptions. In                                                                      
2011, for instance, a major earthquake and tsunami in                                                                        
Japan shut down factories that produce electronic                                                                            
components for cars, halting assembly lines worldwide.                                                                       
The disaster also knocked out the world’s top producer                                                                       
of advanced silicon wafers, on which semiconductor                                                                           
companies rely. Just a few months later, flooding                                                                            
swamped factories in Thailand that produced roughly                                                                          
a ¼ of the world’s hard drives, leaving the makers of                                                                        
personal computers scrambling. In 2017, Hurricane                                                                            
Harvey, a Category 4 storm, smashed into Texas and                                                                           
Louisiana. It disrupted some of the largest US oil                                                                           
refineries and petrochemical plants, creating shortages                                                                      
of key plastics and resins for a range of industries. 

• This is more than just a run of bad luck. Changes in the                                                                     
environment and in the global economy are increasing                                                                         
the frequency and magnitude of shocks.
Read the Report “Risk, resilience, and rebalancing in global value chains” at www.mckinsey.com
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Globalization of manufacturing fragments the process of adding value 4

• For many years, the fastest-growing category of international trade was “intermediate” trade between                            
the nodes in global supply chains, adding value incrementally. This generated higher levels of freight                       
movement and helped the value of international trade grow at least two or three times faster than global GDP. 

• After the global financial crisis, however, this so-called “trade multiplier” dropped to 1.5, as trade growth slowed. 
• The potential for growth was further constrained by the failure of World Trade Organization (WTO)’s Doha round of 

negotiations, and a significant net increase in trade-restrictive measures. 
• Now, the historical progress made in terms of global trade liberalization is increasingly in reverse - following US 

decisions to withdraw from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), to initiate trade conflicts with China, the European 
Union, and others, and re-impose sanctions on Iran. The UK’s decision to withdraw from the EU is also likely to 
inhibit trade and disrupt cross-border supply chains. On the other hand, an agreement by 44 African states to form 
a Continental Free Trade Area shows that trade liberalization can still be very much alive at the regional level.

• Some observers have forecast significant reshoring (or nearshoring) of manufacturing from low labour-cost 
countries back to North America and Europe - due to rising wages in emerging markets, rising transport costs, 
shortening order lead-times, and increased concern about supply chain risk. 

• Meanwhile the increased automation of production facilities in developed countries, and technologies such as 3D 
printing (which can shift the production of goods closer to the people who buy them) have also raised the prospect 
of a reversal of globalization. 

• Still, some companies may respond to wage inflation in places such as China and India by further shifting 
production to even lower labour-cost countries. Regional trade agreements mean that such production shifts (and 
trade growth) may occur more on a continental than a global scale. 

• The reconfiguration of value chains may be more pronounced at a regional level, potentially intensifying trading 
links between emerging markets. While trade liberalization has been faltering, trade facilitation has continued 
apace. For example, the so-called “single windows” that centralize procedures for customs and border compliance 
have proliferated. In addition, it is estimated that full implementation of the Trade Facilitation Agreement reached 
by WTO members in Bali in 2013 and ratified in 2017 could generate $1 trillion of additional trade.
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• When the pandemic dies down, trade protectionism will become the biggest threat to global supply                             
chains. This will both drive up prices and make resiliency harder to achieve. Accelerated digitalization                     
and uptake of new technologies can help firms find a balance between supply chain resiliency and efficiency.

• Since the start of the COVID-19                                                                                          crisis, we have seen protectionism 
intensify. Some emergency                                                                                                  moves are clearly temporary. 7 
months into the COVID-19                                                                                                    pandemic, businesses are devising 
ways to protect themselves                                                                                                  from future shocks by making their 
supply chains more                                                                                                        resilient. In doing so, they need to 
guard against the mistake of                                                                                                 preparing for the last battle rather 
than the coming one.

• When that occurs, the greatest                                                                                            immediate and long-term risk to 
supply chains won’t be a virus.                                                                                            It will be trade protectionism, 
which was resurgent even                                                                                                   before the COVID crisis, and now 
threatens to choke off the lifeblood we need to speed us toward recovery.

• As recently as 2016, trading nations were erecting fresh barriers – subsidies, tariffs, quotas, licensing requirements 
and other obstacles – at twice the rate they were adopting measures to liberalize trade, according to Global Trade 
Alert. By 2018, new obstacles outpaced liberalizing steps by three to one. Last year, the ratio was four to one, and 
the value of global merchandise trade fell by 3%, the first decline since 2015.

• The economic trauma caused by COVID-19 will shrink the universe of suppliers, not expand it. And new layers of 
protectionism will leave companies with even fewer choices of supply because they will rob efficient producers – in 
China and elsewhere – of their competitiveness and make them too expensive.

• Other attempts to build resiliency also defy easy answers. Businesses seeing the pandemic as a reason to beef up 
future inventory through addition of “safety stock” will probably think differently when the historically low cost of 
capital begins climbing. Once the COVID-19 threat recedes, businesses across virtually all industries will have to find 
a new balance between efficiency and resiliency, because the latter carries a cost. 

The Coming Threat Isn’t the Virus 5
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Retail Update 6

That Whole Foods is an Amazon warehouse; get used to it
• Earlier this week, in Brooklyn, near the waterfront, Amazon  opened what looks                                               

from the outside like a typical Whole Foods store. It isn’t open to the public,                                              
however; it’s a new fulfillment center.

• The pace at which buildings of all sizes are being either built or converted into                                            
e-commerce fulfillment centers has become a bit breathtaking. According to CBRE,                                               
since 2017 at least 59 projects in the U.S. have centered on converting 14m f² of                                            
retail space into 15.5m million square feet of industrial space.

• Amazon needs the space. Meanwhile, Simon needs a tenant that can pay its bills.                                              
That’s a tall order right now for many brick-and-mortar retailers that were already                                             
under pressure and watched foot traffic disappear entirely as the country largely shut down in March in response to 
the pandemic threat.

• To a certain extent, this ongoing shift in use was inevitable. The U.S. has the strange distinction of featuring 24 f² of 
retail space per capita. By comparison, Canada and Australia have 16.8 f² and 11.2 f² per capita, respectively. “We 
just have a lot of retail — we are over-retailed — so it’s not surprising that properties are struggling,” CBRE says.

• The pandemic has only poured figurative fuel on fire. Forbes estimates that upwards of 14,000 real-world retail 
stores will close in the U.S. this year. Meanwhile, during the first six months of the year, consumers spent $347.26 
billion online with U.S. retailers, up 30.1% from $266.84 billion for the same period in 2019, according to U.S. 
Department of Commerce data parsed by the news and research outfit Digital Commerce.

Amazon Australia teams with Myer on click & collect
Amazon has partnered with Australian department store operator Myer Holdings to roll out its Amazon Hub parcel 
pickup points to 21 Myer stores across the country. The click & collect option will be available to Amazon customers as 
they check out from 9 September and may be extended to more Myer stores before the Christmas season. Amazon is 
growing quickly in Australia, as revenues increased by 92% in 2019 and the Amazon Hub service launched at the end of 
last year. This latest partnership will add some helpful physical distribution points to its network.
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IKEA's shopping centers arm buys San Francisco mall in its first US real estate deal
• IKEA’s shopping centers business has made its first U.S real estate acquisition, buying the 6X6 mall in San Francisco, 

after telling Reuters in May it was engaged in several negotiations for inner-city acquisitions in the United States.
• Ingka Centres is one of the world’s biggest mall owners, with 45 across Europe, Russia and China, each anchored by 

an IKEA store. With the furniture retailer, it is shifting its focus towards city-centre from out-of-town locations.
• It said in May that locations in New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Chicago were high on its wish list.
• Ingka Centres, a division of Ingka Group which owns most IKEA stores worldwide, had a leasable area of 4 million 

square-metres globally and 480 million individual visits in the year through August 2019.

Dollar General ups store remodels, cap expenditures
• Dollar General is ramping up its store remodels for this year after reporting blow-out quarterly results.
• The discounter, whose income surged 85% in the second quarter, said it will undertake a total of 2,780 real estate 

projects this year, including 1,000 new stores, 1,670 mature store remodels and 110 store relocations. Dollar 
General previously said that it planned 2,580 real estate projects, including 1,500 mature store remodels, 80 store 
relocations and 1,000 new stores.

• In addition, the company raised its full-year capital expenditure plan to a range of $1 billion to $1.1 billion, 
compared with its previously stated range of $925 million to $975 million.

First Look: Amazon debuts new high-tech grocery store
• The future of brick-and-mortar grocery may be here, with the name Amazon Fresh.
• Amazon is officially opening its highly anticipated grocery store model – Amazon                                               

Fresh – in Woodland Hills, Calif. The e-tail giant designed the format from the                                                 
ground up to offer a seamless shopping experience with extra perks for members                                               of 
the Amazon Prime paid loyalty program.

• In another omnichannel offering, customers can find items in the store more quickly                                          
by using Amazon Alexa voice technology and Alexa shopping lists. 
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Lululemon Q2 tops expectations; ‘cautiously optimistic’ about remainder of year
• Lululemon reported a better-than-expected second quarter as consumers flocked to its website and its stores 

reopened. 
• The yoga and workout wear retailer’s adjusted earnings per share were $0. 74 for the quarter ended Aug. 2. Analysts 

had forecast earnings per share of $0.55.
• Net revenue rose 2% to $902.9 million, easily topping the $842.5 million analysts expected. 

Nordstrom making Election Day a holiday  
• Nordstrom wants to ensure that its employees have the time to vote on Nov. 3.
• The department store retailer is making Election Day a holiday for all its U.S. employees. While Nordstrom stores and 

operations centers will remain open, the company will work with employees to set schedules which will enable them 
to get to the polls. It also will provide its store, fulfillment center, distribution center and call center employees 
discounted rides to the polls through Lyft. 

Former Starbucks, Nike exec to lead Sephora
Martin Broc, who most recently served as Starbucks’ president of EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa), will take the 
reins as president and CEO of the global beauty giant on Sept. 14, reported WWD. He will succeed Chris de Lapuente, 
who has been in the position for 10 years and will remains a member of  the  executive committee of Sephora parent 
company LVMH and will take on additional responsibilities at the group, the report said.

Coldwater Creek assets acquired by Hong Kong-based company
• Coldwater Creek will be revived – online and in print.
• CWC Companies, parent company of the women’s apparel retailer, which shut down operations at the end of July, 

has been acquired by Newtimes Group, one of world’s largest supply providers to the apparel industry. The Hong 
Kong-based Newtimes said it purchased CWC’s inventory and intellectual property assets from Sycamore Partners 
for $12.2 million.
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August sees uptick in retail rent collections, but total’s still below 80%
• Retail center landlords received 79.7% of their rent checks in August, just a two-percentage-point improvement 

over July. National chains paid 83.5% of their bills, while non-nationals paid 76%. Last year at this time, all retailers 
were more than 90% paid up.

• Apparel stores continue to bear the brunt of a consumer populace not needing to replenish work wardrobes and 
buying much of what they do need online. Only 63.3% of their rents were paid according to the Datex Tenant Track 
of more than 1,000 shopping centers and tens of thousands of retail stores.

• Worse off were movie theaters (36.7%) and fitness chains (61.3%), most of which have remained closed by state 
mandates since April. In mid-August, however, the nation’s largest cinema chain, AMC, began opening theaters and 
New York gave the re-open order to fitness businesses.

• Essential retailers remained the most stalwart rent-payers, led by office supply stores (99.7%), drug stores (99.3%), 
banks (98%), supermarkets (97.8%), and pet supply stores (97.1%).

Burger King’s ‘touchless’ – and smaller restaurants of the future
• Burger King unveiled two futuristic restaurant designs that offer a                                                          

“touchless” experience, complete with conveyor belts that deliver                                                            
orders to customers.

• The new designs, which will debut in new restaurants opening next                                                            
year in Miami, the Caribbean and Latin America, will feature                                                                 
dedicated mobile order and curbside pick-up areas, drive-in and                                                                 
walk-up order areas, an enhanced drive-thru experience, exterior                                                                
dining spaces and sustainable design elements, including solar panels.                                                       
The footprint is about 60% smaller than a traditional Burger King                                                            
restaurant site.

• One design option features a suspended kitchen and dining room above drive-thru lanes configured to reduce the 
building footprint, making it ideal for urban areas.
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With pumped up demand in rural areas, FMCG companies loosen purse strings
• Higher demand across rural India which is being seen as the only silver lining for economic growth over the next 

two-three quarters, has led packaged consumer goods companies to accelerate spends on hinterlands, with rural 
spending on distribution outreach, consumer promotions and products overtaking that of urban spends this year.

• “We believe 2020 will be the year of rural markets. Higher MNREGA spends, reverse migration and good monsoons 
have led to surge in rural consumption,” said biscuits and dairy giant Britannia Industries managing director Varun 
Berry.

• The listed Britannia which now has over 21,000 rural distributors and makes Good Day and Pure Magic biscuits, is 
seeing rural growths thrice that of urban post the lockdown. “We are leveraging the rural buoyancy by increasing 
reach and penetration of low unit price packs of both premium and value portfolios,” Berry said.

American Dream mall in N.J. to reopen on Oct. 1
New Jersey's American Dream mall has set Oct. 1 to reopen its indoor amusement and entertainment areas and open 
some of its stores for the first time. Zara, H&M and Primark are among the retailers set to debut, and in the coming 
weeks the mall expects to announce more of the stores scheduled to open in the mall's first phase.

Pandemic put IKEA's online capabilities to the test
IKEA had been revving up its investments in digital retail before the pandemic hit but closed stores brought a doubling 
of online sales, stressing the company's ability to keep up. Frustration led many customers to vent online, sharing tales 
of long delays, canceled orders and unsatisfying customer service experiences

BOPIS for Groceries: Focusing on Customers' Expectations and Experiences
• 2020 has been marked by the global COVID-19 pandemic. Concern about the virus has led to a dramatic increase in 

shoppers buying online for pick up in-store or curbside (BOPIS).
• BOPIS fills a need, especially during the pandemic and related safety requirements, and health authorities are 

consistent that this is not going to ease soon. Report attached
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Instacart Lands Its Biggest Food Retailer Deal Yet
• Instacart just keeps gobbling up market share, this time in the convenience store channel.
• The largest grocery e-commerce provider is teaming up with the largest convenience retailer, 7-Eleven, to essentially 

redefine what "convenience" means in the c-store industry.
• The company is bringing same-day delivery to 7-Eleven customers, often in as fast as 30 minutes. Instacart will 

deliver thousands of convenience, alcohol and grocery items from the chain to customers’ doors in participating 
pilot markets. The multi-phased launch is now live at more than 750 stores in Dallas; Miami; Baltimore; Washington, 
D.C.; and the surrounding areas, with plans to expand nationally to more than 7,000 7-Eleven stores across the U.S.

Neiman Marcus gets court OK on bankruptcy plan
• Neiman Marcus received court approval last week for its plan to reorganize in Chapter 11.
• The luxury department store chain, which filed for bankruptcy in May, expects to emerge from the court process by 

the end of September, according to a press release.
• The court-approved plan would eliminate $4 billion in debt and $200 million in interest expense while leaving no 

near-term maturities, Neiman said in a press release.

What Q2 says about apparel
• The category has dragged down retail since the pandemic forced stores shut and dented the economy. Some players 

are doing better than others.
• After avoiding apparel purchases for weeks, consumers are buying again. About 29% to 30% of consumers have 

bought clothing recently, almost double the mid-teens percentage in April recorded by William Blair analysts for 
their weekly consumer survey. Consumers ages 18 to 29 and those in the Northeast (where the pandemic is most 
under control at the moment), were most likely to have bought clothes, at 35% each, according to the report. 

• Department stores for the quarter are expected to be the worst performing segment with a 691% year-over-year 
decline, producing retail's largest loss in the quarter at $1.2 billion, with half of that coming from Macy's with a 
projected quarterly loss of $550 million, according to a Thursday note from Retail Metrics.
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Retail suppliers are still under strain — and it could hurt everyone
• Stores are open, but vendors face longer payment terms and financial uncertainty, which could hit retail shelves 

just as the holidays ramp up.
• The retail supply chain, like the retail industry itself, has gone through a dramatic period of stress since March.
• The early months of the COVID-19 crisis brought ubiquitous order cancellations. Almost as pervasive were retailers' 

efforts to push out payments for shipments. In turn the cash flow crisis in retail hit suppliers just as hard. 
Businesses furloughed employees, negotiated with landlords and other vendors, and wondered if they would be 
able to stay in business, just as retailers did.

• By summer stores had reopened in most areas and orders were coming in — which is crucial for both retailers and 
vendors — but suppliers' financial woes persisted. 

• The closures brought a liquidity crisis, one that hasn't fully been resolved but has been eased by the reopening of 
physical stores. Now the supply chain is trying to work through potential credit and finance shortfalls that are 
exacerbated by longer payment terms, which have become a permanent feature of business for some. 

• "The conundrum is, things are getting better, orders are coming through, but the supply chain is struggling to either 
finance those orders, or mitigate their credit risk as they're shipping and extending credit," Vladimir Jelisavcic, 
manager of Cherokee Acquisition, a firm that specializes in vendor finance, said in an interview. 

• "Ultimately, what we're talking about is long-term destabilization because suppliers are struggling to make it 
through today, and their customers, the big retailers, have changed buying patterns," said RapidRatings

• In a white paper from Econ One, two economists estimated shortfalls in trade credit insurance could —
"conservatively" — inhibit supplier output to the tune of $46 billion. It would inhibit hiring as well, by an estimated 
155,000 workers at those firms that rely on trade credit insurance, the majority of which are relatively small. 

• "There is a real danger that this snowballs out of control, halting the supply of goods, driving up costs and even 
leading to empty shelves at the very time retailers have begun to reopen physical stores and customers have 
started to return," GlobalData apparel analyst Leonie Barrie said in a June press release. 

• Vendors face the same uncertainties retailers do around consumer demand going into the end of the year.
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FMCSA proposes under-21 driver pilot program
• The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration wants public comment on a pilot program allowing drivers ages 18-

20 to haul interstate commercial freight.
• Most states and the District of Columbia already allow 18- to 20-year-old commercial driver’s license holders to 

operate trucks within the state.
• The proposed program allows drivers falling within one of two categories to participate: 

o Eighteen- to 20-year-old CDL holders who operate a commercial motor vehicle (CMV) in interstate commerce 
while taking part in a 120-hour probationary period and a subsequent 280-hour probationary period under an 
apprenticeship program established by an employer, or

o Nineteen- and 20-year-old commercial drivers who have operated CMVs in intrastate commerce for a 
minimum of one year and 25,000 miles.

FMCSA to consider easing 14-hour driving window restrictions
• The FMCSA is considering allowing drivers one off-duty break of at least 30 minutes — but not more than three 

hours — that would pause a truck driver’s 14-hour driving window.
• The FMCSA announced Friday it would consider the change, which includes a stipulation that the driver takes 10 

consecutive hours off duty at the end of the work shift, through a three-year pilot program.

Japan Airlines joins Tokyo drone delivery test
• Japan’s flagship airline has joined a consortium of transportation and technology                                            

specialists to test drone deliveries of medicines and food in Tokyo.
• Japan Airlines, along with KDDI Corp., East Japan Railway, Weathernews and Terra                                             

Drone Corp., announced the project with the Tokyo government on Monday.
• KDDI will provide the drone operations platform for the project. Japan Airlines will                                         

offer safety management of flights, business development and feasibility                                                     
assessment of pharmaceutical deliveries.
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Smallest carriers, the largest share of DOT audits, now face increased offsite scrutiny
• The U.S. DOT in 2020 has increasingly targeted trucking companies with                                                       

compliance reviews conducted via email and telephone in place of                                                             
on-site reviews in which inspectors show up in person.

• What’s more, the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration is                                                              
operating under broader authority to use those offsite audits to issue                                                       
safety ratings to carriers (Satisfactory, Unsatisfactory and Conditional)                                                    
as part of the federal government’s emergency declaration over the                                                           
COVID-19 pandemic.

• FMCSA and its state enforcement partners this year already have                                                              
conducted nearly three times the number of remote audits conducted                                                           
in 2019 — 3,582 through the end of July of this year compared to                                                                
1,374 for all of 2019.

• If that trend holds, FMCSA and state enforcers will have conducted nearly 6,175 remote offsite inspections by 
yearend. That would be more than five times as many as last year‚ and more than half of the on-pace-for 12,000 
compliance reviews. Last year, just 10% of total compliance reviews conducted by FMCSA and state partners were 
offsite. In 2018, just 2% of all compliance reviews were conducted via the offsite process.

LA–Chicago truck rates double as imports consume capacity
The flood of imports to Los Angeles and Long Beach this summer is squeezing truckload and LTL capacity on inland truck 
routes, more than doubling spot rates to Chicago, as intermodal capacity and e-commerce deadlines remain tight.

Container shortages in Asia expected to intensify
Container shortages in Asia are reaching a crisis level as carriers are desperate to secure sufficient equipment to satisfy 
US import needs for the upcoming peak shipping season.
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Trucking jobs rise by 10,000 in August
• Truck transportation jobs rose by a solid 10,000 in August on a seasonally adjusted basis, according to data released 

Friday morning by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
• The data also showed a slight adjustment upward in the number of truck transportation jobs in July.
• The BLS reported seasonally adjusted truck transportation jobs in August totaled 1,449,500. That was up an even 

10,000 from the July number of 1,439,500.

Carrier rate Report Q3
The trucking market today is as healthy as it has been since 2017– early 2018, when a very robust backdrop for carriers 
prevailed. However, the trucking industry embarked on an 18-month downtrend in mid-2018 when the cycle peaked, as 
far too much capacity rushed in to take advantage of positive fundamentals. This downturn, along with other issues, 
such as trucking bankruptcies, deeply negative new truck orders and dramatically rising insurance premiums, to name a 
few, cleansed the market of a great deal of capacity. In contrast to the mid-2018 peak, we believe the strong 
fundamentals that are emerging now have staying power, and that we are on the cusp of a new multi-year upcycle for 
trucking. Report attached

UK Gives Itself Powers To Build 'Brexit' Lorry Parks
• The British government has granted itself emergency planning powers to build 29 "Brexit" lorry parks across the 

country for when European Union rules no longer apply from next year.
• Statutory Instrument papers, which allow legislation to be brought into force without parliament passing a law, were 

lodged on Thursday, for the government to begin building work on the lorry parks without local authority permission.
• The move comes as fears mount of a "no-deal" scenario between London and Brussels about the terms of their 

future trading relationship, with talks stalled and a deadline looming.
• Proposed sites for the lorry parks stretch across the south coast of England, where many major ports are located, 

including Dover, as well as in the northwest and northeast.
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Logistics Property and Infrastructure
• The physical footprint of supply chains is being reshaped partly in response to technological developments
• The online retail boom is spurring logistics infrastructure development. Prologis, the world’s biggest owner of 

distribution centres and logistics properties, estimates that for every €1 billion in annual online retail sales, 72,000 
square metres of floorspace is required at fulfilment centres. Much of this space is being newly built, though it still 
falls short of demand in countries including the United Kingdom. 

• Online retailers also increasingly require local satellite depots both in and around urban areas, to provide same- or 
next-day delivery. These facilities, too, are in short supply in many cities - increasing the likelihood that space 
vacated by failing brick-and-mortar retailers will be converted for the logistics of online selling. In response to the 
surge in e-commerce, Prologis itself agreed in 2018 to buy logistics property owner DCT Industrial Trust for $8.4 
billion. In addition to online retailing, logistics real estate is also being restructured in response to the upgrading of 
transport infrastructure. 

• More rapid and reliable transport leads to the centralization of inventory in fewer and bigger warehouses, clustered 
around motorway intersections or in the vicinity of freight terminals. While this process is well advanced in 
developed countries, in emerging markets it is creating new demand for logistics property in strategic locations -
particularly those locations in the path of China's Belt and Road infrastructure-building initiative.

• Warehouse buildings are being shaped by automation, 3D printing, and the wider digitalization of supply chains. 
Logistics is now considered one of the most lucrative parts of the commercial property market, thanks to good 
growth prospects and healthy long-term yields. 

• Last-mile delivery has become a fertile area for innovation. Online “crowd shipping” platforms are engaging people 
in the delivery of parcels, often in the course of their everyday travel. According to research firm eMarketer, global 
online retail sales will reach almost $5 trillion by 2021, and account for nearly one fifth of total retail spending. 

• The growth of services in warehouses has meanwhile blurred the traditional distinction between warehousing and 
manufacturing, and enabled logistics firms to compete more effectively for industrial-zoned land. Logistics hubs 
also play a key role in regional development strategies - often built around the nucleus of a major port or airport.
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Retailers optimize supply chains to meet shifting consumer demand
Retailers are facing three key challenges as they strive to optimize their supply chains: 

i. the need to balance increased e-commerce demand with store demand (34%)
ii. demand planning and forecasting (33%)
iii. improving efficiencies (30%). 

That’s according to a recently released study from software solutions and consulting services firm enVista. What’s 
more, growing consumer demands for visibility across purchasing channels and the ability to purchase and obtain 
products wherever and however they desire is also shaping supply chain strategies. enVista surveyed consumers in 
2019 and found that: 

i. 67% said inventory visibility across stores, online, and mobile is an important service for retailers to offer.
ii. 65% said the ability to buy anywhere and ship anywhere is an important service to offer.
iii. And 48% said the ability to pick up an online purchase in-store is an important factor in choosing a retailer.

Hours changes and personal conveyance, coercion, rates
• Just what constitutes off-duty time for owner-operators in control of their own                                                 

dispatch and schedules, including at the docks — a lot depends on the particular                                                
situation the operator is in. The particular exchange follows, with further                                                  
information too about just where to find detail on the Coercion Rule’s provisions.

• As far as the practice contributing to lower rates, most owner-operators don’t see                                              
downward pressure on rates emerging from the hours changes, according to                                                     
recent Overdrive polling shown above. Asked whether truckload rates would be                                                 
impacted by the shifts, almost 60% of readers answered either “No” or otherwise                                              
viewed the changes as having negligible impacts either up or down, depending                                                 
on the operation.

• This poll on the right was conducted over the summer of 2020.
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3PLs, 4PLs, and beyond …
• Logistics service providers expand and transform their offerings in response to                                              

changing needs and demands from shippers and other customers.
• The markets that logistics service providers (LSPs) serve are changing rapidly. 
• In response, both users and providers have been on a relentless drive for innovation                                         

and for expansion of available logistics capabilities. As a result, third-party logistics                                       
providers (3PL) and fourth-party logistics providers (4PL) have been making significant                                         
additions to the range and scope of services that they offer to shippers and other                                           
customers.

• Some logistics service providers are expanding their offerings to offer the following                                        
innovative capabilities: (i) Develop and implement best possible supply chains or                                            
networks, (ii) Plan, design, and implement complete logistics solutions, (iii) Manage                                        
networks of supply chains, (iv) Provide linkages to e-business, (v) Implement logistics solutions and technologies, 
and (vi) Aggregate demand from 3PLs into more efficient volumes for lower rates.

Walmart pilots drones to fly items to consumers’ doorsteps
• In a bid to expedite its last-mile delivery channels, Walmart has announced a partnership with on-demand drone 

delivery company Flytrex to carry select items from its stores to                                                            
consumers’ doorsteps. 

• In a statement Walmart explained that the initiative is designed to                                                          
explore how drones can deliver items in a way that is convenient and                                                         
safe — and fast. In the era of e-commerce and expedited shipping,                                                               
last-mile fulfillment has grown to be a significant factor in determining consumers’ buying experience. In this 
context, utilizing  automated drones to circle between warehouses                                                            
and delivery locations and drop packages off is a tempting opportunity                                                       
for companies looking to gain an edge in the hotly contested market. 
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DOT rolls out National Freight Strategic Plan
• The US DOT National Freight Strategic Plan, required under the 2015 Fast Act, received 82 comments from state 

agencies, associations and private companies following a “request for information” issued late 2019.
• “This plan establishes a clear vision for the future of our nation’s freight transportation system,” said DOT 

Secretary Elaine Chao in announcing the plan. “It outlines how the United States can maintain our competitive 
edge across major industries, like agriculture, manufacturing, energy production and e-commerce.”

• The 118-page plan, which outlines strategic objectives across all freight transportation modes, is guided by four 
principles:
o Modernize or eliminate unnecessary or duplicative regulations that inhibit supply chain efficiency, reduce 

incentives to innovation, delay project delivery, or raise costs to shippers and consumers, while protecting 
safety and environmental outcomes.

o Improve cross-sector, multijurisdictional and multimodal collaboration to enhance intermodal connectivity 
and first- and last-mile connections, streamline interstate policies and regulations, and support multistate 
investment.

o Provide targeted federal resources and financial assistance to support freight projects that provide 
significant benefits to the national economy.

o Invest in freight data, analytical tools and research to enhance the abilities of state, regional and local 
agencies to evaluate and address freight issues.

• The plan highlighted eight “key trends” in U.S. freight transportation — among them diversifying global supply 
chains, rising domestic energy production, changing urban-rural dynamics and increasing e-commerce.

• The plan also outlined a list of safety challenges as freight transportation activity increases. “Key factors that may 
affect truck safety include increased traffic volume on the Nation’s highway networks, driver performance and 
behavior, and insufficient truck parking in rest zones,” the plan notes.

The full plan can be accessed at www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/2020-09/NFSP_fullplan_508.pdf
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Record-setting wildfires shut down highways in CA, OR and WA
Blackstone, GIP Attempting KCS 
Takeover: Report
The Wall Street Journal reported late on 
Sept. 2 that, according to unidentified 
“people familiar with the matter,” 
buyout investors led by private-equity 
firms Blackstone Group Inc. (BX) and 
Global Infrastructure Partners (GIP) have 
made a takeover offer for Kansas City 
Southern (KSU). The investors 
“submitted the bid after a previous 
approach was rebuffed, the people said,” 
WSJ reporters Cara Lombardo and 
Miriam Gottfried said. “It is unclear 
whether Kansas City Southern will be 
receptive this time, and details of the 
offer couldn’t be learned. KSU shares 
closed up more than 5% Sept. 3 after 
The Wall Street Journal reported the bid, 
to $193.78. That gives the Missouri-
based company a market value of more 
than $18 billion. KSU is working with 
Morgan Stanley to consider the bid, 
some of the people said.”
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Vancouver container throughput down but rebound on the horizon
• The Vancouver Fraser Port Authority has reported a 7.7% decreased in containerized cargo for the first half of 2020 in 

its recent mid-year cargo volumes report.
• Along with industry and government partners across the Lower Mainland, the port authority is leading the 

development of more than $1 billion worth of infrastructure projects that will further strengthen its competitiveness 
as a West Coast trade hub and support a more fluid supply chain to and from the Port of Vancouver.

P&O Ferrymasters takes distribution centre at DP World London Gateway
• P&O Ferrymasters, a provider of tailor-made transportation and logistics                                                        

services, has taken occupation of a distribution centre space at DP London                                                   
Gateway as part of its drive to increase trade connectivity across Europe.

• According to a statement, the company has taken a five-year lease at the                                                        
LG231 centre and will use it to build its port/market-centre distribution                                                             
centre strategy using DP World’s smart logistics strategy.

• The news follows the opening of another distribution centre in Rotterdam                                                     
in 2019 and complements the company’s developments in Tilbury, a key                                                                                             
hub of UK/Europe cargo trade.

• Furthermore, the company was able to set up business immediately to manage and operate the new distribution 
centre, allowing it to meet increased market demand for warehouse and cross-dock activities at London Gateway.

Why Maersk axed Safmarine and Damco — and what’s next
• The reorganization announced Tuesday was in the works long before the coronavirus struck. “This is not about cost 

savings whatsoever. It’s about being more efficient with customers,” asserted a Maersk Line spokesman.
• Maersk said the virus did not spur the reorganization, although it did affect the timing of its implementation.
• “This process started in October of last year,” they explained. “It’s not a short-term cost-savings exercise. This is 

Maersk’s vision of being a global integrator for container logistics. This is about fine-tuning things.
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Container rate records are shattered as US imports surge
• Just how high can Asia-U.S. West Coast spot rates go? They blew past $3,000 per forty-foot equivalent unit (FEU) in 

early August and have been climbing ever since. They’ve just topped $3,700. Can they reach $4,000?
• No one predicted that the container industry would be doing this well, this quickly.
• “We’ve been scratching our heads a lot, trying to figure out why ocean freight prices have climbed so high,” 

commented Eytan Buchman, chief marketing officer of Freightos, on Wednesday.
• The bullish view is that import demand will continue to surprise to the upside. Ocean rates evidence a U.S. 

economic rebound. COVID erased demand for some products and services, but increased demand for other 
products. Storefront sales won’t recover, but e-commerce sales will offset storefront losses. Government support 
will counter shutdown fallout.

• The bearish view is that the economic-fallout shoe has yet to drop. Demand for ocean container transport is being 
temporarily juiced by the tail end of waning government support, a switch to higher inventory levels — for both 
defensive and e-commerce reasons — and by bookings brought forward ahead of Chinese Golden Week (Oct. 1-7).

• According to Alphaliner, “The recent surge in spot rates                                                                     
from Shanghai to California … has made this route the most                                                                   
lucrative for carriers for exports out of China.”

• Alphaliner combined the SCFI numbers with a distance                                                                         
calculator to determine earnings per nautical mile for each                                                                  
route out of China. Shanghai-California came in at 65 cents                                                                     
per nautical mile, Shanghai-New York 43 cents and Shanghai-
Antwerp just 20 cents.

• When coronavirus pummeled import demand in Q2, carriers                                                                      
reduced sailings. Carriers idled ships and let charters expire,                                                              
now, carriers are scrambling to lease in as much tonnage as                                                                  
they can — and they’re paying up for it.
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Container lines run the table in Q2
• With French carrier CMA CGM posting Q2 results on Friday, all of the top 15 carriers have now reported for the 

period.  
• Sea-Intelligence analyzed each liner                                                                                            

company’s reported earnings before                                                                                                   
interest and tax (EBIT) per TEU for Q2                                                                                                                            
of 2020 and prior years back to 2010.                                                                                                                            
Hapag-Lloyd led the pack in the latest                                                                                          
period, with EBIT/TEU of $146, with                                                                                                                       
Maersk at $129.

• According to Sea-Intelligence “A positive                                                                                                                   
EBIT/TEU basically means the shipping                                                                                        
line is making an operating profit for                                                                                       
every TEU transported.” Q2 of 2020                                                                                                                         
was “the first time since 2010 that all reporting carriers have had a positive EBIT/TEU,” he said.

• “This is a very positive development for shipping lines,” affirmed Murphy. “The pandemic did not impact container 
shipping to the extent that was initially feared.” 

U.S. Navy Awards Contracts to Study Large Unmanned Surface Vessels
• The U.S. Navy has awarded contracts to study adding large unmanned vessels to its fleet.
• The firm-fixed price contracts, totaling nearly $42 million, were awarded to six companies including Huntington 

Ingalls, Lockheed Martin, Bollinger Shipyards Lockport, Marinette Marine Corp.; Gibbs & Cox; and Austal USA 
following an open competition.

• Each contract includes an option for engineering support that if exercised would bring the cumulative value for all 
awards to nearly $60 million.

• The LUSV program was established to support the Navy’s Future Surface Combatant Force.

⚓️gCaptain
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Panama Canal Launches Major New Water Management Project to Ensure Adequate Water Supply
• The Panama Canal Authority                                                                                                   has today published a request 

for qualifications from                                                                                                      prospective contractors for the 
engineering, design and                                                                                                      construction of a major new 
water management system in                                                                                                   order to ensure adequate 
water supply for the critical                                                                                                waterway.

• The new project is the biggest                                                                                               investment since the 
expansion of the Canal, which                                                                                                was completed in 2016.

• The implementation of an                                                                                                     improved water management 
system has become a critical                                                                                                 priority for the Panama Canal 
after the waterway experienced                                                                                               its fifth driest year in 70 years 
in 2019. The unprecedented drought has severely impacted water levels at Gatun and Alhajuela Lakes, the main 
sources of water for the Canal and half of Panama’s population, thereby threatening the reliability of the critical 
waterway.

Dealing with Lockdown at Sea
• The sudden onset of the Covid 19 and the unprecedented impact on our lives whether we are on a lockdown at 

home, stranded at sea; working in the first line; or on furlough can take an emotional toll on all of us. The 
experience of living through this outbreak will daunt us for a while, even after we return to some kind of normalcy 
because the impact on our wellbeing may be the new pandemic we will all need to face.

• A lot of the media coverage  has focused on the vulnerability  of first line respondents ,  and the victims of the 
pandemic,    but limited coverage  has  given to special populations  like seafarers who may be stranded at sea 
unable to return home due to travel restrictions and borders closings.  The impact of this aberrant situation   on 
thousands of seafarers can have unforeseen consequences to their mental health.

• Organizations, authorities and shipping companies collaborate to facilitate crew changes, however, travel 
restrictions, border closings make it almost impossible for seafarers to return home .

⚓️gCaptain
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More than 80% of consumers are anxious about indoor dining
• More than 80 percent of US consumers have anxiety about dining in at casual and quick-service restaurants. But 

nearly 50 percent feel fine about picking up fast food from a drive-through.
• A McKinsey Pulse Survey conducted in June among more than 1,000 US adults who had visited QSRs or casual-dining 

restaurants within the past year indicates that most consumers are anxious about sit-down dining in restaurants. 
More than 80 percent of survey respondents reported medium to high anxiety levels about the idea of returning to 
dine-in restaurants—in fact, more than half said they would be highly anxious. This is in sharp contrast with 
consumer sentiment regarding drive-through dining, about which only 16 percent of respondents reported high 
anxiety.

Instacart partners with 7-Eleven
This week US delivery intermediary Instacart has partnered with 7-Eleven, launching its first nationwide co-operation 
scheme with a convenience store operator. The move sees Instacart expand its offering beyond its traditional full-basket 
grocery trip, into small fill-in orders at ultra fast speed, bringing it into more direct competition with the likes of 
Doordash and GoPuff. 

Alexa Helps Motorists Fuel Up at ExxonMobil Stations
• Paying at the pump just got an assistant. ExxonMobil is teaming up with Amazon and Fiserv to deliver voice-enabled 

payment at more than 11,500 Exxon and Mobil locations.
• On Sept. 1, "Alexa, pay for gas" went live, giving motorists with Alexa-enabled vehicles, devices like Echo Auto, or 

the Alexa app on their smartphones the option to pay through the virtual assistant.
• With the solution, motorists can pull up to the pump and say, "Alexa, pay for gas." Alexa will confirm the station 

location and pump number, then activate the pump. The motorists can then select the fuel grade at the pump and 
begin fueling, with payment completed automatically afterward.

• "Alexa, pay for gas" debuted at CES 2020. To learn more about the payment experience.
• "Alexa, pay for gas" payments are made digitally via Amazon Pay.
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Will C-store Industry M&A Activity Resume Post COVID-19?
• The convenience store/retail fueling industry has consolidated greatly over the last decade and while it has paused 

since the onset of COVID-19, all indications are that it will return post-pandemic to a healthy rate.
• While the industry has consolidated to a point where the largest 18 chains control 21 percent of the entire 153,000 

convenience stores in the United States, several large entities have the capital and desire to enter or expand in the 
space. They include: 

i. Private Equity
Currently sitting on $1.7 trillion of equity capital with decade returns of 11%, private equity firms are looking for 
easily leveraged options with accommodating debt markets. At least five major private equity firms are currently 
kicking the tires, not including Berkshire Hathaway which took a major investment in Pilot travel centers.

ii. Major Integrated Oil 
The model today is to encourage the acquisition of not only appropriately sized firms, but also ones with 
establishment, talented management teams and a well-respected brand name. BP’s alignment with Arclight 
Capital to acquire Thorntons is a prime example. 

iii. State oil companies & Sovereign Wealth Funds 
For years, the Kuwait and Abdu Dhabi sovereign wealth funds have examined U.S. downstream assets, along 
with South Korea and China. Chile’s state oil company COPEC with assistance from its sovereign wealth fund 
bought 350 MAPCO locations for $550 million in 2016, paying a reported 15X.

(iv) Existing large chains
Every firm wants to continue to grow, but existing chains shy away from buying very small or single-site 
operators given the transaction and integration costs and cloudy financials. While there are 16,000 convenience 
retail sites in the U.S. that are less than a 10-site chain, they are simply not a target for large chains unless it is a 
compelling piece of real estate in a desired location. 
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Roche gets emergency approval for combination flu, COVID-19 test
• Roche said Sept. 4 it has received emergency authorization from the FDA for its nasal swab test that detects the flu 

and COVID-19 and differentiates between the two viruses. 
• The test uses a single sample to differentiate between COVID-19 and the flu. Roche said the test machines can 

provide results for 96 tests in three hours. 
• Roche said it plans to deliver "as many tests as possible within the limits of supply." 

Japan Airlines to introduce pharmaceutical drone deliveries in test runs
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AstraZeneca paused its COVID-19 vaccine trial Sept. 8  
A source familiar with the matter told the Times that the individual was diagnosed with an inflammatory syndrome 
that affects the spinal cord. It is still unclear whether the vaccine caused the adverse reaction. Pausing the trial will 
allow AstraZeneca to conduct a safety review and investigate whether the vaccine did in fact cause the inflammatory 
syndrome. 

BioNTech and Pfizer expect clinical results regarding their experimental COVID-19 vaccine in late October. 
The companies plan to pursue regulatory review for vaccine BNT162b2 in October, depending on the success of late-
stage clinical trials in which more than 25,000participants have enrolled. On Sept. 9, the partner companies reached a 
preliminary agreement to supply 200 million doses of the experimental vaccine to the European Union — the biggest 
initial order yet for Pfizer and BioNTech. In July, the U.S. signed for 100 million doses of BNT162b2 for the price of $2 
billion, with an option for 500 million more.

What you need to know about the final rule — and how to prepare 
• The CMS final rule (CMS-1717-F2) aims to make hospitals' price information readily available to patients, so they 

can compare costs and make more informed healthcare decisions. Meeting the deadline and maintaining 
compliance will be no small endeavor for providers. In fact, CMS estimates each hospital will spend an average of 
150 hours and nearly $12k to review and post their standard charges for 2021 — and some experts suggest this 
projection is too low. 

• 6 Steps to help hospitals prepare in a smooth and cost-effective manner follow below:
1. Assemble a task force + understand final rule requirements
2. Gather data + review contract terms
3. Evaluate whether to partner with external resources 
4. Consider a price estimation tool 
5. Refine pricing strategy
6. Prepare + publish charge files
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26 hospitals bringing back furloughed employees
Many U.S. hospitals and health systems have furloughed staff to help offset revenue losses from the COVID-19 
pandemic. Now, some are starting to bring furloughed workers back as they resume nonemergency procedures and 
medical appointments. 

Social gatherings of more than six to be made illegal as fears of second wave grow
Boris Johnson to unveil tough new measures to combat sharp rise in coronavirus infection rates

Nurse accused of working without mask after COVID-19 exposure may face criminal probe
A Connecticut nurse who allegedly went to work knowing she may have been exposed to the coronavirus and then 
worked without a mask may face a criminal probe.

Walmart, Oak Street Health launch clinic partnership in Texas
• Chicago-based Oak Street Health, a network of primary care centers, is teaming up with Walmart to open clinics at 

three of the retail giant's supercenters in Texas. 
• The clinics are expected to open later this year at Walmart supercenters in Arlington, Benbrook and Carrollton, 

Texas. They will offer comprehensive primary care and urgent care services.  
• "It is our mission at Oak Street Health to rebuild healthcare as it should be, and that aligns directly with Walmart's 

history of providing accessible and equitable health care in communities across the country," Oak Street Health CEO 
Mike Pykosz said in a news release. "We look forward to becoming a positive addition to the neighborhood in these 
new markets and providing an unmatched healthcare experience in a convenient location.“

75,300 healthcare jobs added in August; hospitals see job growth slow
• Healthcare added 75,300 jobs in August, with hospitals seeing job growth for the third month since March, but at a 

slower pace, according to the latest jobs report from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
• The count marks the fourth consecutive month the industry has added jobs. However, it is down from 125,500 

healthcare jobs added in July, 358,000 healthcare jobs added in June, and 312,400 healthcare jobs added in May.
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Bill Gates-backed vehicle battery supplier to go public through SPAC deal
• An electric vehicle battery supplier backed by Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates and Volkswagen is the newest 

automotive company to announce plans to go public through a special purpose acquisition company.
• QuantumScape, a developer of what are known as solid-state batteries, said Thursday it has entered into a definitive 

agreement to merge with blank check SPAC Kensington Capital Acquisition Corp. to become a publicly traded 
company in the fourth quarter.

• It’s the latest SPAC deal for an automotive company following electric vehicle company Nikola’s IPO in early June.
• Many believe the batteries are the next best power source for future electric vehicles. Compared with today’s 

lithium-ion batteries, solid-state batteries charge quicker and have a greater energy density, meaning vehicles can 
go farther with the same size battery pack. However, the batteries are extremely costly to produce.

Electric car brand ‘pops up’ at Macy’s
• A pop-up shop dedicated to Polestar has opened                                                                                  

at Macy’s location on Union Square in San Francisco.
• The pop-up showcases the design-focused brand’s,                                                                                                                           

line-up of performance electric cars. Shoppers can                                                                              
experience and test drive the Polestar 2.

• “Our spaces are designed to inspire, inform and                                                                               
delight while creating a unique, memorable                                                                                   
experience that always puts the customer first,”                                                                                                                            
said Gregor Hembrough, head of Polestar North                                                                                
America. “We aim to make buying our cars as fun                                                                                        
as owning them.”

• The Polestar 2 adjusts itself to you, and not the other way around.  The car recognizes you via your phone and 
adapts by implementing your preferred seat position and preferred home screen apps. 
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